The Grothendieck construction is a classical correspondence between diagrams of categories and coCartesian fibrations over the indexing category. In this paper we consider the analogous correspondence in the setting of model categories. As a main result, we establish an equivalence between suitable diagrams of model categories indexed by M and a new notion of model fibrations over M. When M is a model category, our construction endows the Grothendieck construction with a model structure which gives a presentation of Lurie's ∞-categorical Grothendieck construction and enjoys several good formal properties. We apply our construction to various examples, yielding model structures on strict and weak group actions and on modules over algebra objects in suitable monoidal model categories.
Introduction
In the 2-category of categories, the oplax colimit of a functor F ∶ I → Cat is represented by its Grothendieck construction ∫ I F, and the construction of oplax limits is given by sections of the canonical map ∫ I F → I. It is natural to study these construction in the setting of model categories. The latter case was first worked out in [SH] when I is a Reedy category. It was later generalized by [Bar] to an arbitrary I under suitable assumptions on F(i). See also [Toë] , [GS] and [Ber] . In this paper we will focus on the former case, i.e., the Grothendieck construction for model categories.
Note that in general, given a diagram of model categories F ∶ I → ModCat, the Grothendieck construction ∫ I F need not even be bicomplete, and in particular will have no chance of being a model category. In this paper we will consider two possible solutions to this difficulty. One solution will be to consider the case where the indexing category is itself a model category M. We will show that in this case the category ∫ M F can be endowed with a natural model structure (see Theorem 3.9), extending the model structures of the fibers, such that the canonical projection M F → M is both a left and a right Quillen functor. We will then show in § § 3.1 that the map of the underlying ∞-categories induced by our construction coincides with that obtained from Lurie's ∞-categorical Grothendieck construction. Furthermore, we will show that the model category ∫ M F is invariant under replacing M, F with a suitably equivalent pair M ′ , F ′ (see Theorem 4.4).
A second solution will be to generalize the notion of a model category to a relative setting, in which case M need only carry three distinguished classed of maps (see § 5). Our end result is an equivalence of (2, 1)-categories between a certain class of diagrams M → ModCat and a suitable notion of model fibrations N → M (see Theorem 5.6). We believe that the notions of model fibrations and relative model categories are interesting on their own right and may prove useful in other contexts.
Theorem 3.9 seems to be widely applicable. We will demonstrate this in § 6 by considering several classes of examples, ranging from slice and coslice categories to various algebras and their module categories. We will also consider an example for the invariance above in the case of strict versus weak group actions.
Model structures on Grothendieck constructions were studied before, with the example of the fibred category of enriched categories as a main application.
The first of these was in [Roi] , which was later corrected by [Sta] . In [Sta] , a model structure on ∫ M F is constructed under rather restrictive conditions on F and without the assumption that F is relative. As a result, the construction in [Sta] cannot be applied to most of the examples described in this paper (e.g. the slice construction, see § 6.1), and does not enjoy the invariance property established in Theorem 4.4. Note that when F is relative the conditions of [Sta, Theorem 2.3] are strictly stronger than the assumptions of Theorem 3.9. Moreover, when these conditions are satisfied, the two model structures agree.
Future work
There are natural questions which arise from this work.
1. What reasonable conditions on M and F assure that ∫ M F is cofibrantly generated, proper, etc., or is such relatively to M?
2. Assume that M is a simplicial model category. Is there a good notion of a simplicial functor from M to the 2-category of simplicial model categories which yields a good theory of a simplicial Grothendieck construction?
3. How does the theory of model fibrations interact with other aspects of model category theory. For example, can it be used to compute homotopy limits of model categories in certain situations?
Organization
This paper is organized as follows. We start in §2 with various categorical preliminaries. In § §2.1 we recall the Grothendieck construction and establish a toolkit of terminology. In § §2.2 and § §2.3 we setup the basic relations between the Grothendieck construction and biCartesian fibrations in the 2-categorical framework of categories and adjunctions. In § §2.4 we give sufficient conditions for the Grothendieck construction to be (relatively) bicomplete (see Proposition 2.13). Finally, in § §2.5 we fix notations and terminology for the 2-category of model categories. In §3 we formulate the notion of a proper relative functor F ∶ M → ModCat and prove the existence of the integral model structure on ∫ M F for such functors (Theorem 3.9). Using a result of Hinich we will show in 3.1 that our construction gives a model-presentation of Lurie's ∞-categorical Grothendieck construction. In §4 we will verify that this model structure is functorial and invariant under natural equivalences and suitable base changes (see Theorem 4.4). We will also prove that the integral model structure is well-behaved under iteration (see 4.5).
In §5 we observe that the notion of a proper relative functor makes sense for a general category M, as long as it is equipped with three distinguished classed of morphisms W M , Cof M , Fib M . In this case, the Grothendieck construction cannot be, in general, a model category. However, the model category axioms will hold for ∫ F M in a relatively to M. This leads naturally to the notions of relative model category and model fibration (see Definitions 5.2 and Definition 5.4). The main result of this section is that the relative integral model structure induced an equivalence of (2, 1)-categories between proper relative functors M → ModFib and model fibrations N → M.
In §6 we will consider various classes of examples. We will begin in § § 6.1 with the basic examples of slice and coslice categories. We then continue in § § 6.2 by organizing strict and weak group actions into suitable model fibrations and establishing a Quillen equivalence between them using Theorem 4.4. In § § 6.3 we show that under the standard hypothesis of [SS] , a symmetric monoidal model category yields a proper relative functor given by associating to each associative algebra object its category of modules. In particular, this shows that all the model structures for spectra are admissible with respect to the 2-coloured operad of algebras and modules. This was previously known only for the positive model structure. Finally, in § §6.4 we will establish the validity of the analogous construction for commutative algebras, under suitable hypothesis.
The Grothendieck construction
We shall begin with the basic definitions. Let p ∶ D → C be a functor. A morphism φ ∶ x → y in D is called p-Cartesian if for every object u ∈ D and every pair of morphisms ψ ∶ u → y and g ∶ p(u) → p(x) such that p(ψ) = p(φ)g there exists a unique morphism γ ∶ u → x such that φγ = ψ. 
Dually, a morphism φ ∶ x → y in D is called p-coCartesian if for every object v ∈ D and every pair of morphisms
Remark 2.1. The uniqueness property of factorizations along p-coCartesian morphisms has the following direct implication.
The analogous statement for p-Cartesian morphisms holds as well.
A functor p ∶ D → C is a Cartesian fibration if for every object y ∈ D and every morphism f with target p(y) there exist a p-Cartesian morphism φ with target y such that p(φ) = f .
Dually, a functor p ∶ D → C is called a coCartesian fibration if for every object x ∈ D and every morphism f with source p(x) there exist a p-coCartesian morphism φ with source x such that f = p(φ).
A functor p ∶ D → C is called a biCartesian fibration if it is both a Cartesian and a coCartesian fibration. We will denote by Car(C) (resp. coCar(C)) the 2-category which has as objects the Cartesian (resp. coCartesian) fibrations over C and as morphisms the triangles
(resp. p ′ -coCartesian) morphisms. The 2-morphisms are natural transforma-
Remark 2.2. The definition of a Cartesian fibration D → C is not invariant under replacing C with an equivalent category C ′ ≃ C. However, the category Car(C) is invariant under such equivalences. One possible way of making the definition itself invariant is to work with the equivalent notion of a Street fibrations (see [Str] ). A similar solution may be applied to coCartesian fibrations.
Definition 2.3. Let F ∶ C → Cat be a functor. The Grothendieck construction of F is the category ∫ C F defined as follows. An object of ∫ C F is a pair (a, x) with a ∈ Obj C and x ∈ Obj F(a).
The Grothendieck construction carries a canonical functor
given by the projection (a, x) ↦ a, which is a coCartesian fibration. A p-
Dually, for a functor F ∶ C op → Cat we get a Cartesian fibration
Adjunctions and biCartesian fibrations
Following [Mac] [IV §7-8] we will consider the (2, 1)-category AdjCat of adjunctions defined as follows. An object of AdjCat is a category C, and a morphism
following square of sets commutes
Vertical (resp. horizontal) composition is defined via term-wise vertical (resp. horizontal) composition of natural transformations. Given a category I, we may consider the category Fun(I, AdjCat) which has as objects the functors I → AdjCat and as morphisms the pseudo-natural transformations. Explicitly, given
rendering the following square commutative up to isomorphism
and this data is subject to coherence conditions (see [Gra] ). Composition of pseudo-natural transformations is defined in the obvious way.
Let U L ∶ AdjCat → Cat be the (2, 1)-functor which is identity on objects and associates to each 1-morphism
The left functor f ∶ C → D, and to each 2-morphism (σ,
Similarly, let us denote by U R ∶ AdjCat → Cat op the (2, 1)-functor which associates to each adjunction its right functor and to each 2-morphism (σ, τ ) the right part τ . The (2, 1)-functors U L and U R are faithful, in the sense that for each pair of categories C, D the induced functors
and
are fully-faithful. Similarly, for every small category I, we have induced faith-
We will denote by biCar(I) the 2-category of biCartesian fibration over I. The morphisms in biCar(I) are given by adjunctions
such that Φ preserves coCartesian morphisms and Ψ preserves Cartesian morphisms. The 2-morphisms are given by psuedo-transformations of adjunctions. One then has similar left/right forgetful functors
which are again faithful (this is because the right adjoint of any functor that preserves coCartesian edges preserves Cartesian edges and vice versa). One then has a natural commutative diagram
The following proposition seems to be well known to experts, but we were not able to find a proof in the literature.
is an equivalence of (2, 1)-categories.
Proof. Since U I L and V L are faithful this amounts to verifying the following claims:
1. Let F ∶ I → Cat be a functor such that the coCartesian fibration
Assertion (1) can be found, for example, in []. As for assertion (2), the pseudonatural transformation σ determines a functor Σ ∶ I × [1] → Cat whose restrictions to I × {0} and I × {1} are U I L (F) and U I L (G), respectively. On the other hand, let
be the morphism in biCar(I) whose image under V L is σ * . Then the adjunction σ * ⊣ τ * determines a biCartesian fibration
whose pullbacks to I × {0} and I × {1} are ∫ I F and ∫ I G respectively. According to (1), the object M is the Grothendieck construction of a pseudo-natural trans-
Base change for diagrams of adjunctions
AdjCat be a diagram of categories such that the horizontal pair forms an adjunction.
Remark 2.6. Throughout this subsection we will be dealing with a pair of functor F, G into AdjCat with different domains. To keep the notation simple, we shall, as before, use the notation f ! ⊣ f * to indicate the image of a morphism f under either F or G. The possible ambiguity can always be resolved since F and G have different domains. Now let Σ L , Σ R be a left morphism as above. We define an adjunction
where ε ∶ LR(B) → B is the counit map. The action on morphisms is defined in the obvious way using the structure of Σ L , Σ R as a pseudo-natural transformation. The counit
is given by the pair of the counit maps ε ∶ LR(B) → B and
It is routine to verify that this counit map exhibits an adjunction Φ
Remark 2.8. If the base change L ⊣ R is the identity adjunction then the notions of left and right morphisms coincide and become the notion of a morphism in AdjCat I . In this case the associated adjunction Φ L ⊣ Φ R is just the associated morphism in biCar(I). Remark 2.9. The dual case of a right morphism
works in a similar way and one obtains an induced adjunction
Relative limits and colimits of biCartesian fibrations
be a diagram of categories. A colimit of δ relative to ε and π is a dashed lift
which is initial in the category of all such lifts. We will say that π ∶ D → C is cocomplete, or that D is π-cocomplete, if for every square such as 2.4.1 , δ admits a colimit relative to ε and π. Dually, we define the notion of relative limits and relative completeness. We will say that a functor is bicomplete if it is both complete and cocomplete. Hence if π ∶ D → C is a bicomplete functor and C is a bicomplete category then D is bicomplete as well. In this case π will preserves both limits and colimits.
The following Proposition appears to be known to experts. Since we were not able to find an explicit proof in the literature, we have included, for the convenience of the reader, the details of the argument.
Proposition 2.13. Let C be a category and Let F ∶ C → Cat be a functor. Assume that F(A) has all small colimits for every A. Then ∫ C F → C is cocomplete.
Proof. Let
be a square. For convenience, let us write
where δ 0 = π ○ δ and δ 1 (i) ∈ F(δ 0 (i)) is the object determined by δ(i). Furthermore, for each α ∶ i → j in I we will denote by δ 1 (α) ∶ δ 0 (α) * δ 1 (i) → δ 1 (j) the morphism specified by δ. Let us denote by * ∈ I ▷ the cone point and by θ i ∶ i → * the unique map in
The extension δ ′ 1 determines a dashed lift
given by δ(i) = δ(i) for i ∈ I and δ( * ) = ε( * ), δ ′ 1 ( * ) . It is left to show that δ is initial in the category of all such lifts. Let η ∶ I ▷ → ∫ M F be a competing lift. By (uniquely) factoring the morphisms
, we obtain a natural transformation from δ ′ 1 to the constant map I → F(ε( * )) on η( * ). This induces a natural map δ ′ 1 ( * ) → η( * ) in F(ε( * )) and hence a natural transformation of lifts
It is then straightforward to verify the uniqueness of τ .
Corollary 2.14. Let M be a model category. Then for any functor
In particular, the category ∫ M F itself is bicomplete and the functor π respects limits and colimits.
Model categories
We shall use a strengthened version of Quillen's original definition of a (closed) model category [Qui] . 
MC4 (Liftings) Given the commutative solid diagram in M
in which i ∈ Cof and p ∈ Fib, a dashed arrow exists if either i or p are in W.
MC5 (Factorizations) Any map f in M has two functorial factorizations:
(ii) f = qj with j ∈ Cof ∩ W and q ∈ Fib.
The maps in Fib ∩ W (resp. Cof ∩ W) are referred to as trivial fibrations (resp. trivial cofibrations). For an object X ∈ M we denote by X fib (resp. X cof ) the functorial fibrant (resp. cofibrant) replacement of X, obtained by factorizing the map to the terminal object X → * (resp. from the initial object ∅ → X) into a trivial cofibration followed by a fibration (resp. a cofibration followed by trivial fibration).
Definition 2.16. We will denote by ModCat the (2, 1)-category which has as objects the model categories and as morphisms the Quillen pairs. The 2-isomorphisms are given by the pseudo-natural transformations of (Quillen) adjunctions.
The integral model structure
Suppose M is a model category and F ∶ M → ModCat a functor. For a morphism f ∶ A → B in M, we denote the associated adjunction in ModCat by
Recall that an object of the Grothendieck construction ∫ M F is a pair (A, X) where A ∈ Obj M and X ∈ Obj F(A) and a morphism (A,
. In this case, we denote by φ
We denote these classes by W, Fib and Cof respectively.
Remark 3.2. The reason for defining weak equivalences in ∫ M F via a cofibrant replacement of the domain is due to the fact that f ! (X) itself might not have the correct homotopy type if X is not cofibrant.
We now turn to set up the appropriate conditions on a functor F ∶ M → ModCat that will guarantee the existence of a model structure with weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations as in Definition 3.1. An a-priori condition one should impose is the following. Definition 3.3. We will say that a functor F ∶ M → ModCat is relative if for every weak equivalence f ∶ A → B in M, the associated Quillen pair f ! ⊣ f * is a Quillen equivalence.
Remark 3.4. Relative functors are exactly those which induce a well defined map of ∞-categories
In the absence of such assumption one should not expect the model category ∫ M F to have a reasonable ∞-categorical interpretation. In particular, nonrelative functors will not give rise to a model category satisfying the invariance properties of Theorem 4.4.
) is a weak equivalence.
In other words, for a relative functor F, the definition of weak equivalences in ∫ M F is symmetric with respect to the adjuctions induced by F.
Definition 3.6. Let M be a model category and F ∶ M → ModCat a functor. We shall say that F is 1. left proper if whenever f ∶ A → B is a trivial cofibration in M the associated left Quillen functor preserves weak equivalences, i.e.,
2. right proper if whenever f ∶ A → B is a trivial fibration in M the associated right Quillen functor preserves weak equivalences, i.e., f *
We shall say that F is proper if it is both left and right proper.
Remark 3.7. We will see later that the condition of properness is essential for the construction of a well-behaved model structure on ∫ M F (see Corollary 5.9 below).
Proof.
(i) Since the map X cof ∼ → X is a weak equivalence, and f ! preserve weak equivalences, the composite
is a weak equivalence if and only if f ! X → Y is a weak equivalence.
(ii) In light of Observation 3.5 we can just use the dual argument. More explicitly, since the map X ∼ → X fib is a weak equivalence, and f * preserve weak equivalences, the composite
is a weak equivalence if and only if X → f * Y is a weak equivalence.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. The proof of Theorem 3.9 will occupy the reminder of this section and we shall break it down into separate claims, each verifying a different axiom. We use the terminology of Definition 3.1 for convenience.
Proof. See Corollary 2.14.
Assume first that (f, φ) is a weak equivalences. By definition we get that f is a weak equivalence in M. Let X cof → X be a cofibrant replacement of X. Since (f, φ) is a weak equivalence the composition
is a weak equivalence. Since X cof is cofibrant and f ! is left Quillen we get that f ! X cof is cofibrant and so by the above we can consider it as a cofibrant replacement of Y . Now suppose that one (and hence both) of g, f ○ g are weak equivalences in M. Then we see that the condition of (g, ψ) being a weak equivalence and the condition of (g ○ f, ψ ○ g ! (φ)) being a weak equivalence are both equivalent to the composition
Now assume that (g, φ) and (g ○ f, ψ ○ g ! (φ)) are weak equivalences. Then g and g ○ f are weak equivalences and so f is a weak equivalence. Let X cof → X be a cofibrant replacement for X. We need to show that the composition
where the former is a cofibration and the latter a weak equivalence. Then Y cof can be considered as a cofibrant replacement for Y . Now consider the two maps
) are weak equivalences we get the right map and the composition of the two maps are weak equivalences. Hence we get that the map
is a weak equivalence in F(C). Since g is a weak equivalence in M it follows that g ! ⊣ g * is a Quillen equivalence. Since Quillen equivalences reflect equivalences between cofibrant objects we get that the map
is a weak equivalence, and hence the composition
is a weak equivalence.
3. The class Cof (resp. Cof ∩ W) satisfies the left lifting property with respect to W ∩ Fib (resp. Fib).
Proof. Consider a diagram of the form
where (i, ι) is a cofiration and (p, π) is a fibration. We need to show that if either (i, ι) or (p, π) is trivial then this diagram admits a lift. Now note that p is a fibration in M and i is a cofibration in M and in this case one of these will be a weak equivalence in M. Hence the indicated lift
will exist. In order to extend f to a lift in 3.0.1 we need to construct a map ϕ ∶ f ! C → B satisfying suitable compatibility conditions. Unwinding the definitions this amounts to constructing a lift in the square
which lives in the model category F(B). Since f ! i s a left Quillen functor and ι is a cofibration we get that f ! ι is a cofibration. Similarly, by our assumptions π ad is a fibration. Now According to Lemma 3.8, if (i, ι) is trivial then ι is trivial and if (p, π) is trivial then π ad is trivial. Since f ! preserves trivial cofibrations we get that in either of these cases the indicated lift in 3.0.2 will exist.
4. Every morphism f in ∫ C F can be functorially factored as a morphism f ′ ∈ Cof (resp. f ′ ∈ W ∩ Cof ) followed by a morphism
. We start by (functorially) factoring f as
where f ′ is a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration) in M and f ′′ is a trivial fibration (resp. fibration) in M. Now consider the map
where ϕ ′ is a cofibration (resp. trivial cofibration) in F(C) and ψ ′ is a trivial fibration (resp. fibration) in F(C). Let
be the adjoint map of ψ ′ . Then we obtain a factorization
of (f, ϕ) and using Lemma 3.8 we get that (f
) is a trivial fibration (resp. fibra-
5. W, Cof and Fib are closed under retracts and contain all isomorphisms.
Proof. We have already established that every map in ∫ M F can be functorially factored into a cofibration followed by a trivial fibration and to a trivial cofibration followed by a fibration. Furthermore, in light of the 2-out-of-3 rule verified above every weak equivalence in ∫ M F will be factored into a trivial cofibration followed by a trivial fibration in any of these two factorizations. By applying these factorizations to retract diagrams we see that W will be closed under retracts once W ∩ Cof and W ∩ Fib are closed under retracts.
Now consider a retract diagram of maps
Then we get in particular a retract diagram of maps
). In this case r ′ ! ψ will be a (trivial) cofibration in F(A). Hence both f and ϕ will be (trivial) cofibrations in M and F(A ′ ) respectively and so (f, ϕ) will be a (trivial) cofibration in ∫ M F. This shows that Cof and W ∩ Cof are closed under retracts.
To show that Fib and W ∩ Fib are closed under retracts we observe that the diagram 3.0.3 also induces a retract diagram of the form
A similar argument will now show that if g is a (trivial) fibration in M and ψ ad is a (trivial) fibration in F(B) then f is a (trivial) fibration in M and ϕ ad is a (trivial) fibration in F(A). This shows that Fib and W ∩ Fib are closed under retracts.
Comparison with the ∞-categorical Grothendieck construction
Let Set + ∆ denote the category of marked simplicial sets. The category Set + ∆ can be endowed with the coCartesian model structure (see [Lur09, Remark 3.1.3.9 ]) yielding a model for the theory of ∞-categories. Given a marked simplicial set (C, V) we will denote by L(C, V) the fibrant replacement of (C, V) in Set + ∆ . Following Hinich [Hin] , we will consider L(C, V) as a model for the ∞-localization of C obtained by formally inverting the arrows of V. Now let M be a model category. We will denote
Here, M cof ⊆ M denotes the full subcategory of cofibrant objects. Following Lurie (see [Lur11, Definition 1.3.4 .15]), we will refer to M ∞ as the underlying ∞-category of M. In the case of M = Set + ∆ , we will also denote by Cat ∞ def = Set + ∆ ∞ the underlying ∞-category of ∞-categories. Now let F ∶ M → ModCat be a proper relative functor. By restricting attention to the left Quillen functors one obtains a relative functor
cof . Then F cof sends weak equivalences in M cof to Dwyer-Kan equivalences of relative categories. Composing with the nerve functor we obtain a functor
which sends W cof to weak equivalences. We hence obtain a map of ∞-categories
According to Lurie's ∞-categorical Grothendieck construction, given by the unstraightening functor (see [Lur09, Theorem 3.2.0 .1]), there exists an equivalence of ∞-categories between Fun(M ∞ , Cat ∞ ) and the ∞-category of coCartesian fibrations X → M ∞ . We will denote by
the coCartesian fibration associated with F ∞ by the aforementioned equivalence. The purpose of this section is to relate the underlying ∞-category of the integral model structure on ∫ M F, constructed in the previous subsection, to the ∞-category ∫ M∞ F ∞ . We first observe that the natural projection
We then have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.10. Let F ∶ M → ModCat be a proper relative functor and let
be the associated ∞-functor as above. Then there is a natural equivalence of
Proof. Let W, V be the classes of weak equivalences of M and of the integral model structure ∫ M F, respectively. It is straightforward to verify that the map 
Functoriality and Invariance
In this section we will discuss the behaviour of the integral model structure under various constructions. We begin by observing that if M is a category then a morphism in the (2, 1)-category Fun(M, ModCat) are given by pseudo-natural
is a Quillen adjunction. We will call such pseudo-natural transformations Quillen transformations. Now let M be a model category. We will denote by
the full (2, 1)-category spanned by the proper relative functors. We recall the following observation for future reference.
Observation 4.1. Let M be a model category. If (σ, τ ) ∶ F ⇒ G is a Quillen transformation then the induced adjunction
is simply given by σ * (A, X) = (A, σ(X)) and τ * (A, X) = (A, τ * (X)). It is then clear that under the respective integral model structures the adjunction (σ * , τ * ) is a Quillen adjunction.
Base change
Recall the notions of left and right morphisms discussed in § § 2.5. We wish to address the analogous setting for diagrams of model categories.
Definition 4.2. Let M, N be model categories and
ModCat a diagram such that the horizontal pair is a Quillen adjunction and F, G are proper relative functors. We will say that a left morphism F ⇒ G ○ L is a left Quillen morphism if the associated adjunctions
are Quillen adjunction. Similarly we define right Quillen morphisms.
Definition 4.3. Let M, N, F, G be as above. We will say that a left Quillen morphism Σ
A is a Quillen equivalence for every cofibrant A ∈ M. Similarly, we will say that a right Quillen morphism Θ 
is a morphism in F(R(B)). Since X is cofibrant in F(A) we get (f, ϕ) is a weak equivalence if and only if f is a weak equivalence in M and ϕ is a weak equivalence in F (R(B) ). Since F is relative this is equivalent to f being a weak equivalence and
being a weak equivalence, where the first isomorphism is given by the structure of Σ R as a pseudo-natural transformation and f ad = ε ○ L(f ) is the adjoint of f . According to Remark 2.7 the adjoint morphism to (f, ϕ) is given by the map
Quillen equivalence we see that f is a weak equivalence if and only if f ad is a weak equivalence. Furthermore, in this case the adjunction f
is a Quillen equivalence by our assumptions and so ϕ ad is a weak equivalence if and only if ψ is a weak equivalence. This shows that Φ L ⊣ Φ R is a Quillen equivalence. The proof for the adjunction induced by a right Quillen morphism is completely analogous.
A Fubini Theorem
Let M, N be categories and F ∶ M × N → Cat a functor. For each A ∈ M we have a functor F A ∶ {A} × N → Cat and for each B ∈ N we have a functor
It is immediate to notice that we have an isomorphism of categories
The purpose of this section is to extend the above results to the setting of model categories. Let M, N be model categories and F ∶ M × N → ModCat a functor where M × N is endowed with the product model structure. Since for 
Proof. We will prove that ∫ B∈N F 
can be identified with the
We then need to verify that the composite
). But this now follows from the fact that
The isomorphism of 4.2.1 together with Lemma 3.8 now easily implies that all the above-mentioned model structures coincide.
Model fibrations
Let M be a category equipped with three subcategories W M , Cof M , Fib M ⊆ M which contain all objects. We shall refer to such objects as pre-model categories. Given a pre-model category M, we will still refer to morphisms in W M , Cof M , Fib M , Cof M ∩ W M and Fib M ∩ W M as weak equivalences, cofibrations, fibrations, trivial cofibrations and trivial fibrations respectively. A morphism of pre-model categories is an adjunction
such that L preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations and R preserves fibrations and trivial fibrations. We will refer to such adjunctions as Quillen adjunctions.
We now observe that the notion of a proper relative functor (see Definitions 3.3 and 3.6) can be extended to the case where the domain is a pre-model category verbatim. We will denote by
the full (2, 1)-subcategory spanned by proper relative functors.
Our goal in this section is to understand the Grothendieck construction of a proper relative functor F ∶ M → ModCat in the case where M is a pre-model category. We start by formulating a relative counterpart of the model category axioms. For this we will need a relative counterpart of the notion of a weak factorization system. Definition 5.1. Let π ∶ N → M be a functor and (L, R) be two classes of maps in M which contain all the identities. Two classes of maps (L, R) in N will be called a weak factorization systems relative to (L, R) if the following holds:
1. L and R contain all the identities.
π(L) ⊆ L and π(R) ⊆ R.
3. L (resp. R) contains any retract f of a morphism in L (resp. R) provided that π(f ) is contained in L (resp. R).
4. For every morphism ϕ ∶ X → Y in N and every factorization of πϕ as πϕ = g ○ h such that h ∈ L and g ∈ R there exists a factorization of ϕ as ϕ = ψ ○ η such that η ∈ L, ψ ∈ R and such that πψ = g and πη = h.
For every square in N of the form
such that ψ ∈ L and η ∈ R and for every dashed lift
We are now ready to define the relative analogue of the notion of a model category.
Definition 5.2. Let M, N be two pre-model categories. We will say that a functor π ∶ N → M exhibits N as a model category relative to M if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. π is bicomplete. 
(Cof
In this case we will also say that π is a relative model category.
Remark 5.3. Let π ∶ N → M be a relative model category and assume that M is actually a model category. Then N is also a model category.
Now let π ∶ N → M be a relative model category. Since π is bicomplete we deduce that for each A ∈ M the fiber N × M {A} is bicomplete. We will denote by ∅ A , * A ∈ N × M {A} the initial and terminal objects of N × M {A}, respectively. We will say that an object X ∈ N is π-cofibrant if the unique map ∅ π(X) → X covering Id π(X) is in Cof N . Similarly, we will say that an object X ∈ N is π-fibrant if the unique map X → * π(X) covering Id π(X) is in Fib N .
Definition 5.4. Let π ∶ N → M be a relative model category. We will say that π is a model fibration if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The underlying functor of π is a biCartesian fibration.
A morphism of model fibrations over M is a Quillen adjunction
over M such that Φ preserves coCartesian morphisms and Ψ preserves Cartesian morphisms. The 2-morphisms are given by psuedo-transformations of adjunctions. We will denote the resulting (2, 1)-category by ModFib(M). Proof. The fact that π is a relative model category follows by examining the proof of Theorem 3.9. Now π is clearly a biCartesian fibration and properties (2) and (3) of Definition 5.4 are a direct consequence of the definition of weak equivalences in the integral model structure.
Let M be a pre-model category. Observation 4.1 extends to the case of premodel categories verbatim. In particular, the association F ↦ ∫ M F determines a functor of (2, 1)-categories
Our purpose in this section is to prove the following theorem, which is a model categorical analogue of Grothendieck's classical correspondence:
Theorem 5.6. Let M be a pre-model category. The functor ∫ M above is an equivalence of (2, 1)-categories.
In order to prove Theorem 5.6 we will need several lemmas.
Lemma 5.7. Let M, N be pre-model categories and let π ∶ N → M be a biCartesian fibration.
If π is right Quillen and ϕ
∶ X → Y is a π-coCartesian morphism in N such that πϕ is a (trivial) cofibration in M then ϕ is a (trivial) cofibration in N.
If π is left Quillen and ϕ ∶ X → Y is a π-Cartesian morphism in N such that πϕ is a (trivial) fibration in M then ϕ is a (trivial) fibration in N.
Proof. We shall prove assertion (1) above. The proof of assertion (2) is completely analogous. Assume that πϕ is a cofibration. We need to show that ϕ has the left lifting property with respect to trivial fibration. Let
be a diagram in N such that ρ is a trivial fibration. Since π is right Quillen the map πρ is a trivial fibration. Hence the projected square
admits a dashed lift u. Since ϕ is π-coCartesian there exists a dashed lift
such that πγ = u and γ ○ϕ = ψ. From Remark 2.1 we get that ρ○γ = η as well and so γ is a lift in the square 5.0.3. The case where πϕ is a trivial cofibration can be proven using the same argument by taking ρ to be an arbitrary fibration. 
Corollary 5.8. If π ∶ N → M is a model fibration then π is both a left and a right Quillen functor (of pre-model categories). Its left adjoint is the functor A ↦ ∅ A and its right adjoint is the functor

For every
A ∈ M, a morphism ϕ ∶ X → X ′ is a weak equivalence in F(A) if and only if (Id, ϕ) ∶ (A, X) → (A, X ′ ) is a weak equivalence in ∫ M F.
Then F is left (right) proper.
Proof. We will prove that if π is right Quillen then F is left proper. The dual case is completely analogous. Let f ∶ A → B be a trivial cofibration in M and ϕ ∶ X → X ′ is a weak equivalence in F(A). Then we have a commutative
where the horizontal edges are π-coCartesian. By assumption (2) above (Id, ϕ) is a weak equivalence in ∫ M F. From Lemma 5.7 it follows that the horizontal maps are trivial cofibrations and so (Id, f ! ϕ) is a weak equivalence in ∫ M F. By assumption (2) above we get that f ! ϕ is a weak equivalence in F(B).
Proof. We shall prove assertion (1) above. The proof of assertion (2) is completely analogous.
Assume that ϕ is a cofibration in N and πϕ ′ is a cofibration in M. We shall show that ϕ ′ has the left lifting property with respect to trivial fibrations in N.
be an extension of the diagram 5.0.4 such that ρ is a trivial fibration. The the right-most square in the projected diagram 
yielding a lift ν for the outer rectangle. Now the dotted arrow of 5.0.5 is a factorization of πν along πη. Since η is π-coCartesian, there exists a unique dotted arrow ξ in 5.0.6 factorizing the dashed arrow of 5.0.6 along η. By applying Remark 2.1 to the π-coCartesian edge η and to the pair ρη, η ′ we deduce that ρξ = η ′ . Similarly, by applying Remark 2.1 to the π-coCartesian edge ψ and the pair ξϕ ′ , ψ ′ we deduce that ξϕ ′ = ψ ′ . Hence ξ is indeed a lift in the right-most square.
The case of ϕ and πϕ ′ being trivial cofibrations can be proven using the same argument by taking ρ to be an arbitrary fibration.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Let M be a pre-model category. We have a natural commutative diagram
where the vertical forgetful (2, 1)-functors are faithful. It will hence suffice to verify the following claims 1. The functor ∫ M is essentially surjective.
Let F, G ∶ M → ModCat be proper relative functors and (σ, τ ) ∶ U (F) ⇒
U (G) be a pseudo-natural transformation such that the induced adjunction
Let us begin by proving (1). Let π ∶ N → M be a model fibration. Then the underlying biCartesian fibration of π determines a functor F ∶ M → AdjCat. For each A ∈ M, the category F(A) can be identified with the fiber N × M {A} which inherits a natural structure of a model category by restricting W N , Fib N and Cof N to N × M {A} (that this is indeed a model structure can be seen by checking that N × M {A} → * is a relative model category). Furthermore, for each morphism f ∶ A → B the corresponding adjunction
is a Quillen adjunction: this can be seen by applying Lemma 5.10 to squares of the form
′ is a (trivial) cofibration covering the identity A → A and the horizontal maps are π-coCartesian lifts of f ∶ A → B. We can hence consider F as a functor M → ModCat. According to Corollary 5.9 the functor F is proper. It is hence left to show that F is relative. Let f ∶ A → B be a weak equivalence in M. Let X ∈ N be a cofibrant object lying over A and Y ∈ N a fibrant object lying over B. Let ψ ∶ X → f ! X be a coCartesian lift of f starting at X and let η ∶ f * Y → Y be a Cartesian lift of f ending at Y . Then any map ϕ ∶ X → Y lying over f determines both a map 
According to property (4) of Definition 5.4 we know that ψ and η are weak equivalences. From the relative 2-out-of-3 property (condition (2) of Definition 5.2) we deduce that
and hence f ! ⊣ f * is a Quillen equivalence. This proves claim (1) above.
Let us now prove assertion (2). We need to show that for each A ∈ M the induced adjunction
is a Quillen adjunction. But this follows directly from the fact that for each A ∈ M, the model categories F(A), G(A) can be identified with the fibers ∫ M F × M {A} and ∫ M F × M {B} respectively with their inherited model structure and that σ A ⊣ τ A can be identified with the adjunction induced by σ ⊣ τ .
Examples
In this section we shall give several applications to Theorem 4.4.
(co)Slice categories
Let M is a model category. For every object X ∈ M, we can consider the slice category M X of objects over X. This category can be endowed with a model structure (see [Hir] ) in which a map f ∶ A → B over X is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration, cofibration) if and only if f is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration, cofibration) in M. Every map ϕ ∶ X → Y induces a Quillen adjunction
where ϕ ! is given by composition with ϕ and ϕ * is given by the fiber product.
Lemma 6.1. For any model cateogry M, the functor
Proof. First observe ϕ ! sends weak equivalences to weak equivalences for any ϕ. 
The maps A × Y X → A and B × Y X → B are trivial fibrations as they were obtained by pulling back a trivial fibration. It follows by two-out-of-three that
When M is right proper the dependence of M X on X is homotopy invariant, i.e., when ϕ ∶ X → Y is a weak equivalence, the adjunction ϕ ! ⊣ ϕ * is a Quillen equivalence ( [Hir] ). In other words, in this case we obtain a relative functor
The category
and Theorem 3.9 ensures that we get a model structure. Under this identification, this is precisely the injective model structure. In particular, we obtain the following:
Corollary 6.2. Let M be a right proper model category. Then the projection
is endowed with the injective model structure.
Remark 6.3. Dually, for each X ∈ M one can consider the coslice category M X . If M is left proper, the previous considerations dualize to show that
is a proper relative functor. In this case the model category of Theorem 3.9 is the projective model structure on the arrow category M [1] .
Group actions
In this example we will show how to use Theorem 3.9 in order to obtain a (coarse) global equivariant homotopy theory for group actions. For such a theory to be widely applicable one would like to be able to work in a setting of coherent group actions. This will be undertaken thoroughly in a subsequent paper [HP] using Segal group actions as developed in [Pra] . In this subsection we will content with presenting a strict and a weak model for group actions and using Theorem 4.4 to relate the two. Throughout this section the word space will always mean a simplicial set. Let sGr be the category of simplicial groups. This category admits a model structure which is transferred from the Kan-Quillen model structure on spaces via the adjunction
where U is the forgetful functor and F is the free group functor. In particular, a map of simplicial groups f ∶ G → H is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if and only if the map U (f ) ∶ U (G) → U (H) is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration). In addition, in this case if
For every simplicial group G one can consider the category S G of spaces endowed with an action of G. This category can be identified with the simplicial functor category S BG where BG is the simplicial groupoid with one object having G as its automorphism group. As such one can consider S BG with the projective model structure, also called the Borel model structure. In this model structure a map of G-spaces is a weak equivalence (resp. fibrations) if and only if it is such as a map of spaces. In addition, a G-space X is cofibrant if and only if the action of G on X is free (on each simplicial level). Now let f ∶ G → H be a map of simplicial groups. Then we have a Quillen adjunction
is the restriction functor. We then have the following. Proof. We first prove that U is relative. Let f ∶ G → H be a weak equivalence of simplicial groups. Since f * preserves and detects weak equivalences it will be enough to show that for each cofibrant G-space X the unit map
is a weak equivalence. For this it will be enough to prove that for every cofibrant G-space X the map
is a weak equivalence of spaces. Since X is cofibrant the action of G on X is free and hence the action of G on H × X given by g(h, x) = (hg −1 , gx) is free as well, so that the quotient H × G X = (H × X) G coincides with the homotopy quotient. Since the map f ∶ G → H is a weak equivalence we get that the map G × X → H × X is a weak equivalence and so the induced map
is a weak equivalence as desired.
We shall now prove that U is proper. Since the restriction functors always preserve weak equivalences it will be enough to handle the left Quillen functors. Let f ∶ G → H be a trivial cofibration of simplicial groups. Then U (f ) ∶ U (G) → U (H) is a cofibration and so the action of G on H given by g(h) = hf (g) −1 is free. This, in turn, implies that the action of G on H × X is free for every G-space X and so the quotient H × G X = (H × X) G coincides with the homotopy quotient. This means that the functor f ! (X) = H × G X preserves weak equivalences as desired.
Corollary 6.5. There exists a model structure on ∫ G∈sGr S G such that the projection
Let us now consider a weak model for group actions. We will say that a space X ∈ S is reduced if X 0 = { * } and will denote by S 0 the category of reduced spaces. According to Proposition VI.6.2 of [GJ] there exists a model structure on S 0 in which the weak equivalences and cofibrations are those of the underlying spaces.
The full inclusion ι ∶ S 0 → S then becomes a left Quillen functor which preserves weak equivalences. We have the following observation: Proposition 6.6. The functor V ∶ S 0 → ModCat defined by V(X) = S ι(X) is proper and relative.
Proof. Lemma V.6.6 of [GJ] implies that ι preserves trivial fibrations. Since S is right proper, the desired result now follows from the discussion in § § 6.1.
We now wish to compare the functor V with the functor U discussed in Proposition 6.4. For this we will consider the Quillen equivalence (see [GJ, V.6.3 
where G is the Kan loop group functor. We wish to present a right Quillen equivalence (see Definition 4.3) from V to U. For this we need to describe a compatible family of Quillen adjunctions
indexed by G ∈ sGr, which are equivalences for fibrant G (i.e. for all G). Such a compatible family is provided by the work of [DDK] . More explicitly, for every G-space X one defines
given by the projection on the first coordinate (where W ∶ sGr → S is defined as in [GJ, V.4] ). To see that this family of Quillen equivalences is indeed compatible (i.e., constitutes a pseudo-natural transformation of adjunctions), one has to verify that for each map G → H of simplicial groups and every H-space X the natural diagram of simplicial sets
is Cartesian. This can be verified directly using the fact that the action of G on W (G) (and the action of H on W (H)) is free in each simplicial degree. In light of Theorem 4.4 and the above we obtain the following Corollary 6.7. There exists a Quillen equivalence
Modules over associative algebras
Let M be a symmetric monoidal model category and let Alg(M) be the category of associative algebra objects in M (i.e. objects equipped with a unital and associative multiplication). We have an adjunction
where U is the forgetful functor and T is the free algebra functor. For each algebra object R ∈ Alg(M) one can consider the categories LMod(R) and RMod(R) of left R-modules and right R-modules respectively. We have similar adjunctions
where U always denotes the forgetful functor.
In [SS] Schwede and Shipley establish the existence of model structures on the categories Alg(M), LMod(R) and RMod(R) under various assumptions. The following theorem is essentially taken from there:
Theorem 6.8. Let M be a combinatorial symmetric monoidal model category satisfying the monoid axiom (see [SS] Notation 6.9. Given a map of algebras R → S the object S inherits canonical structures of both a right and a left R-module. We will denote the resulting right R-module by S R and the resulting left R-module by S R .
Any map of algebras f ∶ R → S induces Quillen a adjunction
where S ⊗ R M is given by the coequlizer of
and res S R is the functor which restricts the action from S to R. Similarly there is an analogous Quillen adjunction for right modules. Note that the restriction functors res S R always preserve and reflect weak equivalences. Our goal now is to prove that under the assumptions of Theorem 6.8 the functors R ↦ LMod(R) and R ↦ RMod(R) are relative and proper. For this we will need the following notion: Definition 6.10. Let R ∈ Alg(M) be an algebra object. We will say that a map M → N of right (resp. left) R-modules is a flat equivalence if for every left (resp. right) R-module O the induced map
is a weak equivalence in M.
Remark 6.11. Taking O = R in Definition 6.10 we see that every flat equivalence is a weak equivalence.
Theorem 6.12. Let M be as in Theorem 6.8. Then for any trivial cofibration R → S in Alg(M) the induced maps h R ∶ R R → S R and h R ∶ R R → S R are flat equivalences.
Before proceeding to prove Theorem 6.12 let us explain how it implies that the functors LMod(−) and RMod(−) are relative and proper.
Definition 6.13. We will say that a symmetric monoidal model category M is flat if it satisfies the following property: for every algebra object R and every cofibrant left (resp. right) R-module N , the operation (−) ⊗ R N takes weak equivalences of right (resp. left) R-modules to weak equivalences in M. Proof. We will prove the claim for LMod(−). The proof for RMod(−) is completely analogous and will be omitted. Let us start by proving that LMod(−) is relative. Let f ∶ R → S be a weak equivalence of algebras. Since res S R preserves and reflects weak equivalences it will suffice to show that the unit map
is a weak equivalence for every cofibrant left R-module M . For this it will be enough to show that
is a weak equivalence in M. But this follows from the fact that M is cofibrant and M is flat.
Let us now show that LMod(−) is proper. Since all restriction functors preserve weak equivalences we can focus attention on the left Quillen functors. Let f ∶ R → S be a trivial cofibration of algebras. According to Theorem 6.12 the map R R → S R is flat equivalence. This implies that the unit map
is a weak equivalence for every M . Since res S R reflects weak equivalences this implies that S R ⊗ R (−) preserves weak equivalences. Proof. Since the operation h ↦ h A preserves retracts and transfinite compositions it will be enough to prove the claim for h of the form
where f ∶ K → L is a trivial cofibration in M and the top square is a pushout square in Alg(M).
We shall adapt the main construction in the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [SS] , namely the tower
whose colimit is the underlying object U (S), to a tower of right A-modules. As in [SS] , we first define the auxiliary objects Q n . Let P({1, ..., n}) denote the cube category, i.e., the poset of subsets of {1, ..., n}. Consider the functor
given by
In other words, the A-module structure on W n (Σ) is given by multiplication with the right-most R-factor. We then set Q n to be the colimit of W n restricted to the punctured cube, i.e.,
We shall now define inductively an object P ι n ∈ RMod(A) (such that U (P ι n ) is P n in [SS] ) together with a map
For n = 0 we set P ι 0 = R A and the map
is given as the composite
where g ad ∶ K → R is the adjoint of g in M and the last map multiplies all the R factors (using the algebra structure of R). Now assume that P ι n−1 ∈ RMod(A) was given together with a map of right R-modules
We define P ι n to be the pushout in RMod(A) of
To define the desired map Q n+1 → P ι n it will suffice to give a compatible collection of maps
for Σ ⊊ {1, ..., n + 1}. Each of the factors of W n+1 (Σ) which is equal to K is first mapped into R via g ad . The adjacent factors of R are then multiplied, yielding a map
The right-hand side then maps further to P ι Σ , and hence to P ι n since Σ ≤ n. Now let P ι = colim n P ι n be the colimit of the tower in RMod(A). Since we have a compatible family of maps ϕ n ∶ A A → P n we have an induced map ϕ ∶ A A → P ι . We claim that P ι is isomorphic to S A as a right A-module. To see this, recall that the forgetful functor U ∶ RMod(A) → M commutes with colimits and so
According to the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [SS] the colimit on the right hand side can be identified with the underlying object U (S) of S and in particular carries an algebra structure. Hence we conclude that
In particular, the underlying object of P ι does not depend on ι. It is hence left to show that the A-module structure on P ι coincides with the A-module structure of S A .
We now observe that the A-module structure on P ι depends functorially on ι, in the sense that if f ∶ A ′ → A is a map of algebras then P ι○f is obtained from P ι by restricting the module structure along f . Since the A-module structure of S A is functorial in A in the same manner, we see that in order to prove that the A-module structures of P ι and S A coincide one can assume that ι is the identity A → A.
We now need to prove that the A-module structure on P Id factors through the algebra structure of S in the sense that the following square
commutes. Recall that the algebra structure on colim n U (P Id n ) was given by a compatible family of graded products
The desired commutativity of 6.3.2 will now follow once we verify that the diagrams
Since the graded products are compatible with each other it will suffice to prove for m = 0, i.e., to show that the diagram
is commutative. This in turn is true since both vertical morphisms are the identity. This concludes the promotion of the tower in [SS] to a tower of Amodules converging to the A-module S A . Now recall that we wish to show that the map
In light of the above it will suffice to show that each
is in U A . By the definition of ρ n as a pushout we see that it will be enough to show that the map
is in U A . But this is due to the fact that we can write this map as
is the iterated pushout-product of the trivial cofibration f ∶ K → L with itself, hence a trivial cofibration.
Modules over commutative algebras
Let M be a symmetric monoidal model category and let CAlg(M) be the category of commutative algebra objects in M (i.e. objects equipped with a unital, associative and commutative multiplication). We have an adjunction
where U is the forgetful functor and F is the free commutative algebra functor. When M is also a symmetric monoidal model category, it is natural to ask whether the model structure on M can be transferred to CAlg(M) along the adjunction F ⊣ U . This case is known to be more subtle than the analogous case of associative algebras. For model categories which model spectra, the answer is known to be negative for several prominent examples. In [Shi] a model structure on symmetric spectra was constructed, now known as the positive flat stable model structure, which could indeed be transferred along the adjunction F ⊣ U . This was later generalized by Lurie (see [Lur11] ) to model categories which are free powered, who showed that in this case the resulting model category CAlg(M) models the ∞-category of E ∞ -algebra objects in M. If one is only interested in the existence of the transferred model structure, weaker conditions were established by White ([Whi] ). However, under the assumptions of [Whi] the comparison between the resulting model structure and its ∞-categorical analogue fails. In this section we will work with the assumptions of [Whi] for the purpose of greater generality. Let us begin by recalling some terminology from [Lur11] (see Definition 4.4.4.2).
Definition 6.21. Let M be a symmetric monoidal model category. We will denote by ∧ the induced map on Σ n -coinvariants.
The main assumption used in [Whi] is the following:
Definition 6.22. Let M be a symmetric monoidal model category. We will say that M satisfies the commutative monoid axiom if for every cofibration f ∶ X → Y in M and every n > 0 the corresponding map
is a trivial cofibration.
The following theorem is essentially Theorem 3.2 of [Whi] Example 6.24. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. The category Ch(k) of (unbounded) chain complexes over k with the projective model structure satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.23.
Example 6.25. Let M be the category of symmetric spectra endowed with the positive flat stable model structure (see [Shi] ). Then M satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.23 (see [Whi, Theorem 5.7] ).
Example 6.26. The category S with the Kan model structure satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.23 with respect to the Cartesian product. However, unlike the two examples above, S does not satisfy the stronger conditions appearing in [Lur11] . In particular, as is well known, the resulting model category CAlg(S) is not a model for the ∞-category of E ∞ -monoids in spaces.
For each commutative algebra object A ∈ CAlg(M) one can consider the category Mod(A) of A-modules (since A is commutative the categories of left modules and right modules coincides so one can just talk of modules). We have a similar adjunction
Recall the following theorem which is essentially taken from [SS] : A is the functor which restricts the action from B to A. Our goal for the rest of this subsection is to show that the functor A ↦ Mod(A) is proper is relative. Our strategy is similar to the case of associative algebras.
Remark 6.28. Given a map of commutative algebras A → B the object B inherits canonical structure of of an A-module, which we will denote by B A ∈ Mod(A).
Definition 6.29. Let A be a commutative algebra object in M. As in the case of associative algebras (see Definition 6.18), we will denote by U A ⊆ Mod(A) the smallest weakly saturated class of morphisms containing all the morphisms of the form Proof. Since the operation h ↦ h C preserves retracts and transfinite compositions it will be enough to prove the claim for h of the form Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 6.30 and Lemma 6.19.
Definition 6.32. We will say that a symmetric monoidal model category M is commutatively flat if it satisfies the following property: for every commutative algebra object A and every cofibrant A-module M , the operation (−) ⊗ A M takes weak equivalences of A-modules to weak equivalences in M. 
